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WELCOMING NOTES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT (INTERNAL) OF MASAF 21/22

Imran Irshad
President of MASAF

21/22

Hello and warm greetings from us!

Welcome to MASAF's first ever edition of the Handbook. We are so excited to present to you this idea that

we've had in mind since the beginning of the term!

The idea was to create a "manual", for all students and potential newcomers to have a sort of guide on their

academic life in France. From the first time stepping onto the Land of Baguette, to the very last moment of

your study years, we hope this Handbook will be your companion until the very end.

Greatest form of gratitude to the Project Director, Syaneeza for leading and managing the team, Editors for

compiling and designing, and of course not to forget all Handbook contributors that have put an immense

amount of effort to fill up the guide with dense yet useful information for years to come. And as for you,

future reader, we hope this guide will give you a clearer view on how to plan your student life here in France,

and we hope that you have fun reading it as we had fun writing it.

Sincerely,
Imran & Nabila

Nabila Natasha
Vice President of

MASAF 21/22
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Executive Director (Communications’ line) of MASAF 21/22

Dear Reader,

It is within my greatest pleasure to welcome you to MASAF 1st Handbook Edition 21/22! What began as a rough idea to provide a record of

complete information on Malaysian students' journey in France 3 years ago; ended up as an almost one year project of data compilation, students'

collaboration from several batches and uncountable times of editings.

MASAF Handbook assists students in doing future plannings with the advice provided by MASAF collaborators; right before departure until the day

of students' graduation in France! What inspired me to manage this handbook is due to the difficulties that my friends and I faced when we first

arrived in Lille, a small city located in the north of France. As the premier batch of International Relations' undergraduate students from Malaysia,

we felt alone in our journey since there were no seniors to guide us and give us helpful tips to survive our academic years. Therefore, this handbook

is the masterpiece that compiles the various insights and sharings written by my beloved team members to their juniors. For students who are still

in the preparation program, I hope this book helps you choose the right universities! Sometimes, students are conflicted between a few choices at

the end of their academic year but fret not because all the contributors in this book had been through the same process before they came to

France. For undergraduate students, I hope you'll take this opportunity to read the sharings provided by your seniors about their masters'

programmes; be it in France or outre-mer!

As a student publication, we might lack some aspects as you go through this handbook. Hence, my team and I would be glad to receive any

comments and critiques that may help us improve our work in the future. Last but not least, I can't thank my team enough for having the patience

to work under my command for the past few months. Without every one of you, this handbook would not have been possible in the first place.

Sincerely,

Syaneeza

Project Director of MASAF Handbook 21/22
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Introduction to MASAF

Getting to know MASAF

Established in 2007, MASAF is the main Malaysian Students' Association in France. As a non-profit organisation that keeps in mind the

welfare of its students and represents 700 Malaysian students studying here, MASAF has been at the forefront in the field of personal and

professional development of the Malaysian community in France. Since our establishment, our association has progressed for the better.

Over the past few years, MASAF has been working on the quality of events which focuses mainly on MASAF's key developments to

strengthen the students' competences. To this date, MASAF with 18 high committee members has successfully organised numerous events

and we are proud to inform you that most of the events have been held annually with improvisation from time to time. Some of the events

include MASAF Games, MASAF Graduation Day, MASAF CV Workshop & Industrial Insights and Festival Seni Malaysia.

a. Vision

Our vision consists of the acronym FINE, which translates to Fun, Informative, Nurturing and Efficient. MASAF wishes to create a well,

illuminating and structured platform for our students that prioritises self-growth, communication and not to forget a healthy

ambiance
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b. Mission

● Providing a more wholesome, engaging platform for students, inspiring togetherness, to create meaningful connections as a

community

● Encourage students to increase their self confidence and credibility through nurturing “personal skills” events

● Establish relations with other charitable, student organisations and public figures in order to provide a vast network with

strong connections

● Securing our students' future by exploring post-grad opportunities to enhance knowledge and experiences for a meaningful

application in the professional world

c. Stakeholders

Jabatan Perkhidmatan Awam
(JPA)

Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA)

Malaysia-French Chamber of
Commerce (CCI France Malaysia)

Talent Corporation Malaysia (TalentCorp) Malaysia-France University Centre (MFUC)
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d. Partners

i. Community

The Suffa Educational Foundations Malaysian Association in France

ii. Students’ Associations

Aspiring Rijjal in
France (ARIF)

Persatuan Mahasiswa
Malaysia Maghribi

(PMMM)
Malaysian Students’
Association in Japan

Wazakkir Russia Persatuan Pelajar
Malaysia Korea

Malaysian Students’
Council in the
Netherlands
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Journey as a student in France

A) Pre-departure

1) Estimated date of departure for students in different programs

a) Pre-France : 1 or 2 months after the convocation ceremony at MFI, based on students’ acceptance into their

respective universities

b) Political Science & Business Management: After the announcement of students’ interview results

c) France Program: One month after the selection process at INTEC

2) Essential things to be packed

a) Home Food

i) Spices/noodle cups and anything that could act as a comfort food for students' first few months in a new

country

ii) Advice: Bringing a large amount of Malaysian local foods are unnecessary as students will learn that many

ingredients are actually available in France, and they can be substituted with other local french ingredients

b) Important documents

i) Birth certificate: original and translated versions
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ii) Copies of parents’ identification card

iii) Passport

iv) University’s offer letter

v) Affidavit from sponsors: JPA/MARA

c) Toiletries and medicines

i) Some medicines and remedies are not available here in France which include items like:

(1) Yuyi oil

(2) Panadol actifast/ soluble

(3) Small pain patches (body and forehead)

ii) It’s best to prepare your own shampoos and body soap for those who’ll be staying with their foster families

iii) Personal medical supplies like allergic medicines or ventolin should be well prepared prior to flight

3) Financial kit

a) International cards and bank activation

i) To make a first transaction in France, students need to activate the use of their international card through

their respective banks

(1) Example: CIMB card holders may do so by heading to the online website of CIMB clicks to change

the transaction options

(2) This step is important in order to transfer money from the local bank account to the new French

bank account later on
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4) Mental preparation

a) It can be very tough trying to survive in a new country without any family members. Hence, it’s best to spend

quality time with them before parting ways

b) Be prepared for a new environment

i) Students are usually warned about the culture shock phenomenon

ii) Aside from culture, the changes in season could also affect a student’s lifestyle, especially those who are

not yet accustomed to it
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B) La Vie en France

Generalities

1) Pre- France

Arrival

Different airports according
to different cities

Foster family

2 months of French
language classes

Respective cities

The beginning of university
life

Temporary residence

2 months of French
summer school integration

2) PSBM

Arrival

Bus journey from Aéroport Lyon to
Vichy

Foster family

2 months of French language classes

Respective cities

The beginning of university life

3) FP

Arrival

From CDG airport to chosen cities : Tours/ Blois

Respective cities

IUT entries depend on final exam's results
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4) Pre-University preparations

a) Administration check : Online registration of students’ visa using the link provided inside their passport

b) Bank account

i) Registration of a new bank account in France (ex: BNP Paribas)

(1) It takes quite some time for the bank to process your account at first, but once you’ve received your

card, everything will go smoothly

(2) Common mistakes among students: Lose the bank cards

(3) Tips: Treat your bank cards like your own life! Remember your bank account numbers and the three

numbers behind the card for safety purposes. Never share any details about your card with anyone,

not even your close friends

(4) If anything happens, straight away contact your banking institution in your city

ii) Synchronisation of bank information must be done with the sponsors to facilitate future transactions

c) Sim Card

i) Forfait Subscription depends on the city the students are going to reside in

ii) Example: most of the students in Lille subscribe to Bouygues

d) House rental

i) The search for logement must begin a.s.a.p (at least 2 or 3 months in prior)

ii) Non-physical guarantor is sometimes accepted : https://www.visale.fr/

(1) Advice: Sometimes, house owners are old people who're not handy with technological databases.

Hence, they will insist on having a physical guarantor. In this case, you may refer to official bodies
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such as PPL JPA and SFERE (for FP students)

(2) Aside from the options mentioned above, most of the landlords in France accept your parents in

Malaysia as the guarantor so long as you provide a copy of your parents’ salary slip in the French

version

iii) Housing insurance’s address must be updated before moving in a new house

(1) This can be done by contacting your banking institution

(2) For example: To change your “Contrat d’habitation”, you simply have to call BNP Paribas to inform

them of your changing house address

iv) 3 ways to apply:

(1) CROUS/ Student residence

(2) Private housing agents: Leboncoin/ Seloger/ AvendreAlouer

(3) Direct contact with the proprietor

v) French government housing aid can be obtained by registering student’s personal and house information

on Caf.fr

(1) Frankly, it takes a long time to process a new candidature (can take up a year, based on a true story)

vi) Steps of moving into a house:

(1) House survey : thorough research is done on the best accommodation

(2) House visit : can be done by other physical person, it is done to give you a glimpse of the house

(3) Payment of “frais d’agence” or/and ….

(4) Etat de lieux : obtain keys after doing house check
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e) Academic registration

i) CVEC payment: 92 € (Registration is made every year)

(1) Online registration link: https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr/.

(2) The payment will be reimbursed by Campus France (send an email to the person in charge of your

program) by attaching along your Bank RIB and the proof of your CVEC payment (receipt)

(3) Once you have paid for the CVEC, you will receive a confirmation code. Please keep this confirmation

code in a safe place as you will need it when you complete the online registration and validate your

student record

f) Transportation to respective cities

i) Train ticket must be purchased in advance (the sooner, the cheaper; at least a few weeks before your
expected date)

ii) Subscribe to Carte Avantage Jeune (for students who are 25 years old and below)

iii) Luggage can be transported using SNCF’s service: Contact 3635
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University Years

Journey as PSBM students in France

Undergraduate Schools

European School of Political and Social Sciences (ESPOL), Lille

Sciences Po Paris, Campus du Havre

Institut d’Economie Scientifique Et de Gestion (IESEG) Business School, Lille

Grenoble Ecole de Management (GEM)

School of Knowledge Economy & Management (SKEMA), Sophia Antipolis

Toulouse Business School (TBS)

Postgraduate Schools

University of Oxford

Institut d’Economie Scientifique Et de Gestion (IESEG), Paris
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ESPOL - International Relations

First year Second year Final year

University’s registration
An email with the university’s  registration link
will be sent to the students. Once the
registration is settled, students will receive
their cards on the first day of school

Course registration
Mandatory/elective course’s selection
It is advisable to choose courses that fit your
interest since first year’s subjects are quite
challenging

Language tests
There is an English test placement during the
first week at ESPOL. Students with
extraordinary marks are exempted from
attending English classes, ergo the choice of
having two LV3s

Mandatory readings
Readings are usually uploaded on ICampus
and they are an essential part of an Espolian’s
life

Extracurricular activities
Not compulsory, but joining ESPOL clubs is an
added bonus for students’ experience.

Internship
Students are required to complete at least 8
weeks of internship within 3 years

Academic requirements
During students’ 3 years at ESPOL, a sum of at
least 2 number of regional courses (elective
classes) must be taken to validate their
academic years

Application for Students’ Exchange
Program
ESPOL students can only apply for ONE
semester mobility program, which is either
during the 4th or 5th semester

Three types of mobility programs:
1) Erasmus/Erasmus+
2) Bilateral agreement (ESPOL’s partner

universities)
3) Global Convention (La Catho’s partner

universities)

Application process will 100% be based on:
1) Dossier de candidature
2) Moyenne de résultat

Financial hacks:
1) Inform your sponsors (JPA/MARA)

about your exchange program’s
schedule

2) Financial aid depends on the
exchange program (Erasmus, bilateral
or global)

Academic requirements
Students are required to write a thesis paper
of up to 10 000 words during their final
semester

1) Prior to the 6th semester, you need to
come up with a research title and the
necessary resources

2) A supervisor will be assigned to all
students at the end of the 5th
semester

3) Regardless of where you are (at
ESPOL, Lille or other universities
during the 5th semester), you are still
required to submit your proposition on
time

Internship reminder
Generally, Malaysian students at ESPOL
started their internship programs during the
second year’s semester break. If students
don’t manage to complete the required
internship on time, they should start doing
one during the final year!

P/s: If you’re interested in pursuing your
studies at ESPOL, make sure to have a good
command in French because there’ll be
courses in French until the final year!
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Sciences Po - Political Science

First year Second year Final year

Before registration:
Note down the course registration date and
time. Read each courses’ syllabus thoroughly!
Ask for your seniors’ opinion on the course as
well. Registration day: Have a good wifi
connection!

There are several organisations in Sciences
Po: BDE | BDA |ASSOCIATION SPORTIVE |
HAVRAIS DIRE | SCIENCESPO
ENVIRONNEMENT

Civic Learning Program: Learn how to be a
contributing member in civil society. You have
to create a personal project in a domain such
as education, equality, etc.

The Year 1 Civic Internship: Takes place
during the summer break (May, June, July,
August). 140 hours, full-time in a single
organisation

The Year 1 Engagement Letter: Written in the
2nd semester. It explains your motivation, the
theoretical foundation of your cause and how
you plan to execute your project.

The Year 1 Critical Reflection: An internship
report is mandatory and Sciences Po will
provide you with the guideline! it requires a
critical analysis of your work in general

The academic and course registration is
similar to the previous year. 3 majors of
specialisation:
Economy and Society | Politics and
Government| Political Humanity
Sciences Po students spend their third year in
one of Sciences Po’s 470 partner universities
all over the World. More info can be found
here! Partner Universities | Sciences Po
International

Student mobility programme’s application
Opens during the winter break between the
3rd and 4th semester. Students have to list
down six universities that they would like to
go to and explain their choice in the
motivation letter

The Year 2 Independent Project
A continuation of your first year civic learning
program. If your internship was in the domain
of ‘environnement’, it is advised that you
continue to do the same thing (75 h over the 2
semesters, a part-time basis). 2 ways:
Individual project: in an organisation,
volunteering, an internship of a fixed-term
employment | A group project that you create
with your friends on campus

The Year 2 Critical Reflection
Similar to the first year critical reflection

Academic registration
Course registration is in your host university
when you’re in an exchange program.
Although you’re abroad, you still have to do
your academic registration on the Sciences Po
website

If you’re a JPA student, make sure to contact
PPL JPA Paris and tell them about your
whereabouts. They will ask you to apply for the
‘permohonan program mobiliti’. You can find
the application form on eSILA. Remember,
this application is mandatory!

Other than that, the preparation to move
abroad is rather challenging because JPA will
not assist you and Sciences Po (from my
experience and my peers’) has not been very
helpful because they also don’t know a lot of
things like the Covid-19 rules of the country. If
you’re planning to go to places outside of
Europe, you can’t afford to take the
preparations for granted. Just, ensure that you
have the financial means to support yourself
in the new country because JPA does not
increase your allowance even if you go to an
expensive city nor do they pay for your flight
tickets to go there
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IESEG - International Business

First year Second year Final year

Online academic registration
Before arriving in Lille, a registration link will
be posted on IESEG’s official website, which
only lasts for 4 weeks. Student cards and
email’s password are given during the
orientation week

Orientation week
Usually starts a week before classes officially
start in September. The orientation consists of:

1) Making new friends
2) Getting to know the courses provided

on campus and meeting IESEG’s
lecturers

Course requirements
No registration needed
First year’s courses are easy as long as
students complete all their assignments on
time. Since all courses are introductory,
mastering them would be handy for the
upcoming years

Language requirements
1) English is a mandatory language
2) Students can choose up to 2 foreign

languages (1 mandatory, 1 optional)

Internship requirements
Internship of 1 month is compulsory. Then, a
written report and an oral defence must be
prepared to validate the academic years

Academic registration/ Student mobility
Usually, a meeting with the program director
will be conducted for Malaysian students.
More interesting and advanced subjects are
provided like CSR, Project & Operations
Management with a factory visit and  Bus.
Game simulation

Students’ Exchange Program
Exchange programs take place in Semester 5.
However, students can only pick one: either
specialisation or going for exchange since
both take place during the final year. P/s:
Choices of universities and programs must
first be discussed with your sponsors!

Criterion
A validated cultural passport with a marks of
at least 150/200 during the 2nd year. They can
be obtained by attending seminars, webinars
about intercultural dimension, and
completing 3 videos with a foreign buddy
discussing cultural integration. Likewise,
students’ grades and class ranking during the
1st and 2nd year is important

Internship requirements
A 3-month internship at the level of junior
assistants. Students are advised to choose jobs
that resonate with their interest. A written
report and an oral defence must be prepared

Academic requirements
Most assignments consist of consulting
projects involving real companies. There will
also be a course about managing the juniors
helping with management skills. A final thesis
paper needs to be done to graduate and the
topic is up to students

Criterias of graduation:
1) Pass the TOEIC exam with 850 scores,
2) Fulfil all 9 months of internship
3) Final thesis credits, at least 3 months

experience abroad (can be internship
or exchange), and fulfil 180 credits.

Students who stay at IESEG in Semester 5:
A specialised certificate in finance/ marketing/
HR/ proj. management, etc. can be obtained.
To specialise, students need to pick 5 out of 8
electives in total in the same area. Moreover,
the final thesis and internship needs to be in
the same area of specialisation! (essential to
be employed)

Internship requirements
Final internship of 3 months at the managerial
position. To gain the specialisation certificate,
the internship has to be aligned with the
major chosen. A written report and an oral
defence are still obligated
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GEM, Grenoble - International Business

First year Second year Final year

University’s registration
An official email will be sent by the BIB
Program Coordinator a week prior to school.
Student cards are obtained through a
scheduled meeting

Language Competency
During the first week, students’ competency
in French is evaluated! To do another foreign
language, acing this test is a must. Attention,
languages like Spanish, Mandarin and
German will only be offered to students who
are adept in both the English and French
Language

Extra- Curricular activities
Joining associations requires a good level of
French! Click here! GEM Students’ Association

P/s: If you have an intention of studying
abroad, be sure to secure at least 13.5/20 for
your final grades! More info: Partner
Universities List

Internship
A minimum of 8-weeks internship at the end
of the first year of undergraduate studies. Bear
in mind at least, a total of 21-weeks internship
must be completed at the end of your studies
to graduate. Thus, the more weeks you can do
in your first year, the better!

Academic requirements
CVEC payment & important documents’
submission to the BIB Program Coordinator

Studying Abroad
Program’s presentation - Early October
There will be an information meeting
organised by the GEM’s Centre of
International Affairs. If interested, application
is done on GEM’s EASI platform. At this point,
your top 7 schools, CV and Motivation Letter
needs to be well-prepared

Study Abroad Interview - Mid January
An interview will be conducted either
physically or virtually with a special selection
committee. The interview is to find out your
motivation, fluency in English and ability to
adapt in new places. Attention must be given
to the first year’s academic grade and ranking
and the English test results are submitted by
the end of January!

Study Abroad Attribution Meeting
In early February, students are informed of
their application results, one-by-one by the
Director of the CIA and the Undergraduate
Director. The pre-departure briefing will be
held around Mid March - presence is essential
since CIA will inform students of the
procedure

Academic registration
For those going on an exchange program,
kindly refer to your respective school’s
instructions and guidelines as it differs from
one school to another

Bachelor’s dissertation
In the final semester, BIB students need to
write a dissertation as part of the
undergraduate requirements. This final
module marks the end of the Bachelor
program by drawing on different elements of
several core modules from an international
business perspective. You will therefore,
complete a Bachelor's Dissertation on a
subject of your choice linked to your studies

Students on exchange program (Semester 5)
During your exchange period, be mindful of
the exam dates at your exchange university to
ensure that it does not coincide with the early
weeks of the final semester at GEM. If you
have to sit for papers in January of the next
year, it should not be a problem as long as you
inform GEM

Internship
There is no mandatory internship to be
conducted in your final year
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SKEMA, Sophia Antipolis - Global Management

Transition from summer school to university First year

Online university registration
You will receive a link in the email for school registration called
‘Welcome Pack’ that needs to be completed before the semester
starts. This includes filling in important information like CVEC and your
contact info. Attestation d’Inscription will be provided once you
completed the ‘Welcome Pack’

Arrival in Antibes
Transportation
Bus cards can be purchased on ticket machines at Pole d’Echange
Antibes or Envibus Ticket App. Bus card subscription is registered at
the office at Pole d’Echange Antibes or through the Envibus Ticket
App. Student price: 90€ yearly/ 12€ monthly. It’s recommended to
download the Envibus-Cap Azur App for bus schedules

Housing Accomodation
Recommended: Apply for a studio at API PROVENCE-SKEMA
Residence through SKEMA official website: Convenient, cheap, easy to
get!

Orientation day: Orientation is necessary for all students. There will be
two orientation days: the first is for international students and the
second is for BBA students. You will be given all important information
for the 1st semester including course registration, contacts, ID card,
and how to use the University's student portal. The classes will start
approximately a week after your orientation days. So you have a week
to settle in the city and your accommodation

Academic registration
A university mail will be sent towards students’ mails for registration.
Student email, ID number and password, student card, academic
calendar, and ‘Certificat de Scolarité’ will be given during your
registration day at campus. Students will be assigned to a respective
advisor/tutor that will be in charge of managing your formalities in
SKEMA until you graduate. There is no course selection in the 1st

semester. However, course and schedule selection will be made with
your advisor for the 2nd  semester (during the 1st semester) and for 3rd
semester (during the 2nd semester). The minimum subject to enrol
per semester is 5 but it is possible to take up to 7 subjects maximum.
Make sure to enrol in all mandatory classes!

Language course/test
During the second day of your orientation, there will be an English test!
If you get a high mark, you will directly enrol in Academic Writing Skills
Class. Otherwise, you will have to take and pass English AP class for the
current semester and take Academic Writing Skills Class in the next
semester

Academic preparation
Some reading materials are given by the school/ professors, but some
are necessary to buy. A book stall will be open during the beginning of
the semester on campus. It is necessary to buy a basic French
calculator (like Casio fx-92) for Analytic Skills courses
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Second year Third and fourth year

Academic registration
You will be sent an email~ Registration for the new academic year
must be done on the SKEMA student portal. Student cards can be
collected on the Welcoming desk at SKEMA 3 during the first week of
the semester

Specialisation track and choices
By the end of 4th semester, you have to decide definitively on your
choice of specialisation track or you can stay on the general track for
Global Management. There are many options like Corporate Finance,
Marketing, etc.  A subject in the first semester called ‘Introduction to
Business’ will give you an exposure on all specialisation tracks that
SKEMA offers

TOEFL Test
Compulsory for a graduation/exchange program. 2 types: ITP | IBT It’s
recommended to take TOEFL ITP because it’s easier and cheaper. The
minimum score  for TOEFL ITP is 550 and 80 for TOEFL IBT. Exchange
program is done in either the 3rd or 4th year depending on your
preference but it is not mandatory.

SKEMA Campus
Application is based on the
accumulation results of the 1st
and 2nd year. Minimum
requirements: CGPA of 2.0, 120
ECTS credits validated and 550
on TOEFL ITP/ 80 on TOEFL IBT

Int. Partner Universities
Application is based on the
accumulation results of the 1st
and 2nd year. Minimum
requirements: CGPA of 2.5, 120
ECTS credits validated and 550
on TOEFL ITP/ 80 on TOEFL IBT/
6.5 for IELTS

Academic registration/entry
Local university
The academic registration procedures are similar to the previous
academic year

Exchange program universities
➔ Handled by the partner university during the summer before

entry
➔ Academic fees are paid to the local university directly
➔ Learning materials depends on the said university

Mandatory / elective courses selection
Local university
Same process as the previous academic year (except for the 1st
semester in the first year)

Exchange program universities
Depending on the said universities but usually is arranged beforehand
following a specific syllabus

Student Mobility Program: Only applicable if you have not done the
exchange program in the 3rd year and are planning to do so in the 4th
year.
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TBS, Toulouse - International Business

First year Second year Final year

University’s registration
An email from TBS Bachelor entitled C@mpus
Online Registration will be sent to students to
complete the administration process. CVEC
fee is compulsory and make sure you develop
a habit of checking email from TBS every day!

Academic requirement
1st year academic results are essential for
exchange programs’ eligibility in Semester 3 &
4

Volunteering
A 50 hours minimum of voluntary work is
necessary to graduate. A list of all associations
that you can volunteer at will be provided. Ex:
distribute food to homeless people

Student association
Normally, associations require payment! Many
international students join the Welcoming
team

Expatriation
Criterion: IELTS score of 5 or above and must
be admitted in Year 2 (B2). However,
requirements differ with different universities

Internship
Compulsory 2 months minimum in customer-
relation related field. Ex: Hotel receptionist

Academic registration
An email from TBS Bachelor entitled C@mpus
Online Registration will be sent to students
with clear instructions. Like previously, CVEC
fee is a must! Students are also required to
upload an insurance certificate (p/s: you may
use the ones provided by Campus France:
April Care) before school starts in September

Students Exchange Program
Students are nominated to an exchange
university before the end of their first year’s
studies. Normally, students will receive a
formal email of confirmation before any action
is taken. Partner university normally contact
students around April (first year) and send the
detailed infos for registration to the university
and the necessary documents to be uploaded.
University's email, password and student
number will also be provided. The partner
University will guide students on how to apply
for residence/ accommodation as well

Internship program
Compulsory 2 months minimum internship
program as assistant manager. (March to
August)

Specialisation
Study Path and Functional Skills
End of April: An email will be given for you to
choose your study path and campus for
Sem.6. The study paths can be in English or
French Track.
➔ Ex. of study path in Toulouse: Aviation

Management (collaboration with
ENAC), Hospitality & Tourism &
Marketing du Vin et Œnotourisme.

➔ Ex. of study path in Barcelona: Digital
marketing & Fashion and Luxury.

Mid June: An email will inform students of
their placements and guidance for the choice
of functional skills (HR, aviation management,
etc.)

Student Mobility
It is possible to do your 3rd year in another
TBS campus depending on your interests but
with a self-managed admin application! Other
TBS campuses are in Barcelona & Casablanca

Internships
A minimum of 4 months internship with no
specific condition/ position. Students are
advised to do it in a specialised field during
their final year. Written and oral report needs
to be presented during July/August

*TBS has recently changed its programme’s curriculum. Please refer to its official website for current updates!
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University of Oxford - Social Anthropology

Master’s application Arrival in Oxford Postgraduate course (One year program)

Research about prospective courses begins in
the beginning of the final semester of
undergraduate degree. There are two rounds
of application: November and January. Results
are usually out in March (earlier for November
applicants)
MSc in Social Anthropology | University of
Oxford

Criteria of application
As a minimum, applicants should hold or be
predicted to achieve the equivalent of the
following UK qualifications: a first-class/strong
upper second-class undergraduate degree
with honours in any discipline

Additional requirements:
➔ IELTS: Minimum overall score (7.5),

minimum component score (7.0)
➔ Personal statement (1000-1500 words),

CV/ Resume, 2 sample essays of 2000
words, transcripts & 3 references

Transportation to respective cities
Travel to the UK must follow the latest French
government’s guidelines. From Heathrow
Airport, there are several ways to go to Oxford:
Free Now (taxi) which costs around £70 and
the Oxford Airline bus (direct bus to Oxford)
which costs ~£20

Transportation
Oxford key card (for long-term use and can be
reloaded through the application) | Bike (the
majority of the students cycle) | Free Now
(taxi)

Expected weather
It is usually cold and rainy in the UK, so warm
clothes are advisable. Shops in the city centre
as well as applications like Vinted and Depop
are useful for finding affordable clothes

Accommodation
Students usually apply for onsite college
accommodation which is granted on a first
come, first served basis (~£600/month).
Alternatively, one can opt for the university
graduate accommodation or private housing
(bigger but more expensive ~£1000/month)

Expenditure
Application fee: £75 | Tuition fee: £29,160 (for
my 1-year MSc programme) | Visa: 423€ |
Immigration Health Surcharge: ~800€ | The
living cost is generally higher than that in
France

Scholarship deadlines
MARA: June | Yayasan DayaDiri/Khazanah:
April/May | Oxford: Automatic application

Registration (Courses begin in October)
Students will be asked to activate their Oxford
email. All communications will take place
there from then on. Students will be assigned
under a tutor with whom they will work
throughout the year. There will be three
academic terms (Michaelmas, Hilary, and
Trinity). There is no course registration for
Michaelmas and Trinity. However, students
need to register for their option courses in
Hilary. Besides academic registration,
students also have to undergo college
registration

Course structure
The course structure differs every term.
During the first term (Michaelmas), every
student is required to go through the same
module. Lectures are attended collectively as
a cohort, classes divided into groups of 8, and
tutorials into groups of 2-4. In the second term
(Hilary), two option courses are to be chosen
and followed by each student. These option
courses are accompanied by general lectures
and tutorials. The third term (Trinity) is similar
to the first term. It is different in that it is
dissertation-oriented
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Assessment
From the student handbook:
“The MSc in Social Anthropology is a 12-month
course. You take three examined papers: the
Core Paper and two option papers and you
complete a 10,000 word dissertation over the
summer. The course is examined by four
papers, two of which are based on core
courses and two on options, plus the
dissertation submitted in late August.
The core paper (Paper 1) is examined by an
essay (Paper 1a) submitted at the start of
Hilary Term (with the mark released in the
course of HT) and by a one week timed essay
(Paper 1b)  taken mid-Trinity Term. The option
papers (Papers 2 and 3) are each examined by
either an essay submitted early in Trinity Term
or by a one week timed-essay at the end of
Trinity Term. The dissertation is submitted for
examination at the end of August.”

Workload
Much of the work at Oxford happens at home.
This is especially true when it comes to
readings. My friend once joked “I even do my
readings while walking to the club”. I will not
say that that is untrue. Students are required
to do the compulsory readings for each
lecture (which are necessary for answering the
exams as these are the key texts of the
course).

Readings are also for classes where
discussions about said texts take place. More
importantly, readings are essential for tutorials
where students need to submit essays based
on the reading list given by their tutor (usually
~6 readings for a 2500-word essay every two
weeks). In Hilary term, the workload increases
as students take option courses where they
have additional deliverables. In Trinity term,
the workload is as heavy due to the multiple
exams that need to be submitted

Support
Each student has one academic tutor who is
in charge of them academically and one
college supervisor who is in charge of their
welfare. The support offered by the university
is tremendous as students can receive help
regardless of the issue they are facing.
Financially, there are department and
college-based fundings available to students
throughout the year

University associations and clubs
While participation is not mandatory, students
join various clubs ranging from sports to
singing. Most, if not all clubs are open to all
students of the university regardless of their
study level. Besides university-wide clubs,
students are also welcomed to join the Middle
Common Room or the MCR where the

graduates of each college come together for
social events

Things to know
➔ Oxford is both a university and a town.

This means that there is no centralised
centre for the university as
departments and colleges are
scattered all over the town. It is
important that prospective students
apply for a college that is close to their
department to enable easy daily
commute

➔ The university and its colleges take
pride in their traditions. That said,
there are many things that may
appear unconventional compared to
other universities. This includes
matriculation, formals, balls, and
college-based events such as the
Tortoise Fair, Merton’s Time Ceremony,
and All Souls’ Mallard Ceremony

➔ All Oxford students are free to attend
any of the lectures offered by all
departments

Internships
Not compulsory, but the university’s career
service provides a platform for students to
apply for internships. Almost all internship
opportunities come with a scholarship
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IESEG, Paris - Fashion Management

Master’s application Arrival in La Défense/ Paris: Postgraduate courses

During your bachelor years, try out many
things and identify your main interests and its
feasibility in the job market! *I attended Vogue
Fashion Conference and volunteered during
Amsterdam Modest Fashion Week in 2019,
then decided to specialise in Management of
Fashion and Design Industry during my final
year

Master’s degree pathway
I applied to the desired university in
November 2020 and some of the
requirements include: A Bachelor degree with
strong academic performance | Academic
transcripts | |English Proficiency test for
non-native speakers: IELTS 6.5, TOEFL IBT 85,
TOEIC 4 skills 850, Duolingo 105, Cambridge
Exam B2 | Copy of passport |CV/Resume |
€100 application fees
Master of Science in Fashion Management -
IÉSEG

My application form: Application
Form_IESEG MSc Fashion Management.pdf
I had a Team's virtual interview asking about
my motivations, aspirations and language
level with Marc Porto the Head of
Representative Office, Country Manager for
Greater China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia &
Singapore

The University is located at La Défense which
is in zone 3 in Ile-de-France (Paris - Zone 1).
The easiest is to take RER A or Metro Line 1.Get
Monthly Navigo Pass to access Zone 1-5. It’s
recommended to buy an Imagine R pass
which is cheaper and is valid for a year
(prepare your enrolment certificate).
Application is made online, so the card is
mailed to your house: Imagine R student
travel pass | RATP
*P/s: Be prepared with warm outfits during
winter and stay stylish because you’re in Paris!

Accommodation
Average rent for a studio; 750- 900€. CAF will
be around 200€+ | Average rent for a shared
apartment; 500-700€. CAF: 100-150€ | If you
prefer to live near the school, it’s
recommended to find places which have RER
A or Metro 1 in proximity. For example,
Nanterre, Maison Latiffe, Charles De Gaulle
etc. More info here:
https://images.app.goo.gl/JtQKdYgdwnNeydX
e9

Expenditure: Tuition fee: 14000€ in total,
3000€ for deposit, Visa: 75€

Scholarship:MARA | MFUC | Eiffel scholarship
must be applied by IESEG by December!

Registration:
Every student will be guided in every stage

Course structure:
MSc in Fashion Management is not a modular
course, so every student takes the same
subjects.  The best part is having a partnership
with a renowned Italian Fashion School, so
more technical courses can take place in their
campus in Istituto Marangoni Paris.
Estimatedly, there will be more than 5 courses
happening there. Classes normally take place
in La Défense, in the Grande Arche building or
promenade building. Lectures are attended
collectively, having 30- 40 classmates. We
learn new subjects every week, thus the
schedule also changes every week according
to the course and lecturers

Workload:
Some courses require thorough reading and
current news knowledge. Evaluation normally
takes place on Thursday or a few days after
the course ends. It can be a group
presentation, group report, quiz or exams

Internship (most students prefer internship)
Mandatory: 4-6 months. Alternatively, you can
opt for a thesis report, consulting project or
entrepreneurship project
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Journey as Pre-France (PF) Students in France

Parcours classique

Diplôme universitaire de technologie

IUT Sophia Nice Antipolis - Electrical engineering

IUT Toulon Var - Mechanical engineering

IUT Paul Sabatier - Chemical and process engineering

Grande ecole

Ecole Polytech Nice, Sophia  - Electrical engineering

Institut National des Sciences Appliquées (INSA), Toulouse - Mechanical engineering

Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Industries Chimiques (ENSIC), Nancy - Chemical engineering
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IUT Sophia Nice Antipolis

Survival/ School hacks First year Second year

Transportation to Antibes
Transportation from Alliance Française de
Nice to Antibes (Odalys Residence) is generally
managed by students. Ex: Renting a van

Arrival in Antibes
Transportation card
Bus cards must be registered at Pole
Judiciaire Antibes. Bus tickets are available on
board. It cost 1,50€ per ticket. It is also
available online at the Envibus application
which only cost 1€ per ticket

Check-in: Odalys Residence Olympe
Odalys Residence is an Apartment-Hotel who
provides logement to Malaysian Students in
collaboration with Campus France. It consists
of 2 students in a T2 apartment.
➔ 5 mins walk to the bus stop, 10 mins to

IUT, and 10 mins to city centre by bus.
➔ Signature of bail with Odalys will be

assisted by Campus France

Expectations
The weather at Antibes is quite hot during
summer, so wear something comfortable! At
first, Malaysian students are separated from
the French students during the first semester
at IUT, but you will learn to adjust! Besides, the
professors at IUT are very nice

University’s registration
Normally, the first time registration will be
accompanied by the secretary/ person in
charge of the IUT. This includes filling in
important information like CVEC and your
updated phone number and address

Mandatory / elective courses selection
At IUT, there is no course selection. Everyone
will have the same subjects (UE) but during
the 4th semester, you will have a choice to
choose between two courses. It’s advisable to
choose courses that fit your interest since the
first one is more towards programming and
the other towards electroniques

Extra-curricular activities
At IUT, there are a lot of activities that you can
join and of course the clubs! If you are
interested in joining them, just make sure to
stay updated with the announcement given
by IUT (mails) or even joining the student’s
channel or the club’s social media. Also, by
joining the extra-curricular activities, you can
get some extra points which can really help in
your final grade. But, participation is not
mandatory

Academic registration
Registration is usually done by Campus
France for Malaysian students. After paying
CVEC, students must inform Campus France
of their CVEC renewal by sending them the
INE number by mail. Campus France will
hence send the certificat de scolarité and
refund through mail. At Antibes, Malaysian
students normally stay at the same residence
(Odalys Residence Olympe) until the end of
IUT. Nevertheless, there are certain students
who change their residences but everything is
on the students themselves

Internship/ Stage
A 10 weeks internship at any company in
France is mandatory as long as it’s related to
the subjects studied, for the validation of the
academic year and application to grande
ecole. It’s possible to do an internship in other
countries but Malaysia. Ask the professors at
IUT if there’s difficulties in securing an
internship as they have a large network of
connections to refer to! For your info, an
internship of at least 8 weeks is paid in France.
A report must be uploaded during the final
week of your internship and the oral
presentation is due one week after the end of
internship. P/s : Secure an internship in an
interesting domain (programmation, network
security, etc..) for fruitful experience and future
interviews
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IUT Toulon VAR

Expectations First year Second year

Arrival in Toulon
Transportation from Aix-en Provence is
provided by Mr. Huguenin-Virchaux Gilles (by
van).  IUT GMP is in La Garde, 15 mins away
from Toulon

Accommodation
➔ Registration is assisted by Service

Relations Internationales (SRI)
➔ Studio of 16m2 in student residence

CROUS for 328,25€/ month
➔ 5 minutes walk to IUT GMP
➔ Student card is necessary to enter the

building

Transportation card
➔ Bus cards must be registered at

Réseau Mistral office near train station
➔ Annual subscription: 174€ (not

recommended because the IUT isn’t
far)

➔ Buses are mainly use to go from La
Garde to Toulon

Expectations
➔ The weather is typically hot, especially

during summer.
➔ IUT Toulon organises a ski trip every

year. All equipment, lodging, food and
transport are offered for 50€

University’s registration
Every Malaysian student will go to scolarité
office to register. This includes filling in
important information like CVEC and your
updated phone number, address and other
necessary documents, e.g : SPM slip, visa,
passeport, affidavit, birth certificate, etc. Bear
in mind that there is no course selection in IUT
Toulon

Pre-class preparations
Reading materials
They are provided by lecturers via MOODLE
univ tln . It’s recommended to study the
lecture notes before class

Students’ integration
Pre-France: Integration with the French
students during second semester

Extra-curricular activities
There are a lot of extra-curricular activities
proposed by the SUAPS. For example sports,
martial arts, art, orchestra, theatre etc. It is
recommended to join at least one activity as it
can offer a bonus point in the final grade. (0-2
absences = 0.5/20, which is a lot)

Academic requirements
Registration for second year study is done
online by using student mail. Yet no payment
is needed

Third semester is considered the hardest
because the schedule is packed (8 am to 7
pm) and the subjects are new and difficult
(mécanique des fluids, dynamique,
dimensionnement des structures)

Internship/ Stage
To validate the course, you have to do at least
10 weeks of internship in a company related to
mechanical engineering. It is possible to do
this in several companies.

➔ Possibility to do internship overseas
➔ In France, an internship is paid if it is

done in 8 weeks or more.
➔ End of June, there will be a

soutenance to present your internship.
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IUT Paul Sabatier

Life Hacks First year Second year

Arrival in Toulouse
Accommodation
➔ Registration assisted by Mme Dinis

(Responsable in IUT)
➔ Studio of 19m2 in private student

residence for 560€/ month (before
CAF)

Transportation card
➔ Apply for transportation card at

Tisseo’s Agency
➔ This card covers annual subscription

(student rate): 108€/year (or
10.80€/month)

Expectations
➔ The weather is quite hot during the

summer
➔ Easy access to public transports which

are nearly everywhere
➔ Asians stores can be found easily

Extracurricular activities
There are a lot of extra-curricular activities
proposed by SUAPS. For example sports,
martial arts, art, orchestra, theatre etc.

Academic registration
For the first timers, you will be accompanied
by the secretary of IUT (or a responsable of
IUT) to the scolarité office. The documents to
prepare in advance include passport, affidavit,
CVEC, etc.

Mandatory / elective courses selection
Course selection is non-applicable since
everyone takes the same subjects (UE) for the
first two semesters. At the end of semester 3,
students are divided into two groups
according to the ranking:
➔ PEI focuses more on subjects that you

will learn in engineering school (école
d’ingénieurs)

➔ IPI prepares the students who wish to
continue their studies in LP, L3, etc.

Pre-class preparations
Reading materials
All the notes and exercises will be provided by
lecturers before the class starts. It’s
recommended to study the lectures notes
and prepare the exercises before class
uploaded on the MOODLE

Students’ integration
Pre-France: Integration with the French
students during second semester

Academic registration
Similar steps as the previous year , and not to
forget the mandatory CVEC payment.
Normally, third semester is considered the
hardest because you will learn a lot of new
subjects related to Génie des Procédés
(Opération Unitaires : Absorption, distillation,
extraction; Simulation des Procédés)

Accommodation:
We usually stay at the same residence until
the end of IUT. Nonetheless, you can still move
to other residents during the second year

Stage (From April to June -10 weeks)
During the last semester, students are
required to do a 10-week internship at any
company in France as long as it is related to
the subjects studied at IUT. It’s possible to do
an internship anywhere overseas, except in
Malaysia. You can find a lot of internship offers
in Moodle as the professors will upload
regularly

Bear in mind that an internship report is to be
sent during the final week of your internship
and the oral presentation is due one week
after the end of internship. The internship is
vital for validation of final year academic
credits and grande école’s application
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Ecole Polytech Nice Sophia

First year Second year Final year

In Electronics, during the 1st year, you will be
in tronc commun which means all students
will have to follow the same subject

Number of subjects/subjects covered
Tronc Commun : 11 subjects during sem5 and
13 subjects on Sem6

TDs and TPs
➔ It is not compulsory to prepare TD but

it is better to prepare them before
class. Can ask seniors for a google
drive link to get their past TDs

➔ Preparation of TP is a must to
understand better the lab
manipulation

Sports
➔ Not mandatory. If interested, you can

visit Bureau des Sports for registration.
Usually no classes on Thursday
afternoon to practice sports

➔ Bonus points for those who come
more than 11 sessions to practice their
chosen sport

➔ Types of sports : VTT, football, netball,
badminton, rugby, etc.

Academic registration
Online registration will open from August till
the end of September. Registration payments
are made by Campus France : Report to Mme
Campion about your 1st year result. If you
pass/admis to second year, Campus France
will send an ‘attestation de paiement’ to cover
the student’s  fees to the scolarité. During the
7th semester, students are still on tronc
commun. You will have the choice to
specialise on which course during the 8th
semester

4 courses to choose:
Telecom & Reseau (TR) | Génie Système
Embarqué (GSE) | Système Autonomous
(SA) | Conception Circuit & Système (CCS)

Mobilité International : Application in the 1st
year via Bureau de Mobilité International. The
selection depends on your 1st year results. List
of universities: Séjour d'études - Outgoing

Stage - A Minimum of 8 weeks in France for
validation of the final year’s academic credits.
Failure to find an internship placement must
be reported immediately - compulsory
internship report

You can be either in CONTRAT PRO
(Alternance) or NON-CONTRAT PRO.

CONTRAT PROFESSIONNAL : You will be
excluded from certain subjects and no project
at university because you are working. You
alternate between school and workplace.
These happen only during the 1st semester.
During the 2nd semester, you will be a
full-time worker at your company. You must
search the offer and find it before the final
year entry!

Advantages of contrat-pro :
Receive income/salary every month | No stress
for internship! | Exposed to a professional
world and feel how it’s really like working with
other engineers | Company advantages
Alternance
1 year duration as a contrat-pro. Must do a
report and soutenance for every semester so
2x report and 2x soutenance

NON CONTRAT PROFESSIONNAL : 1st
semester: Go to class | 2nd semester:
Internship
Stage
A Minimum of 5 months of internship in
France/Malaysia (the same rules as the year
before)
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INSA, Toulouse

First year Second year Final year

First day as an INSA student
Your first week at INSA will consist of Remise à
niveau classes as well as orientation activities
where you will get to know your campus and
batchmates. This week ends with Weekend
d’Intégration (WEI) where you go on a trip and
party and play games. Course registration will
happen during the first few weeks of class.
You will be given an email of the documents
to bring. As for payment, Campus France will
manage all necessary transactions

Extracurricular activities
INSA’s official student association is called Les
Enfoiros. There are 5 bureaus that you can join
like Comed, Culture, etc. You can also join AS
(Association Sportive), in any sport that you
want. You will need to pay for a licence
(around 40€) and do a medical check-up

To graduate from INSA, on top of passing each
semester, you will also need to carry out an
“Implication Citoyenne” which is an activity
that helps you grow as a student and a
professional. Certain activities are offered by
INSA ! But If you are from IUT, you are
exempted from doing an internship in your
first year at INSA

Ré-inscription will happen online. They will
send you an email with the link. A CVEC
payment of 92€ is also needed

In your second year, you are offered 2
specializations: Ingénierie Mécanique (IM)  or
Ingénierie des Systèmes (IS)

The course overview and subjects can be
found on these links:
➔ IM:

Ingénierie Mécanique (IM) - INSA
Toulouse

➔ IS:
Ingénierie des Systèmes (IS) - INSA
Toulouse

Internships
You will need to carry out an Internship of 3
months

Internship
You will need to carry out an internship of 6
months
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ENSIC, Nancy

First year Second year Final year

Formation classique in ENSIC consists of tronc
commun (everyone follows the same subject).
Tronc Commun : 20 subjects (in 7 modules)
during semester 5 and 17 subjects (in 8
modules) during semester 6

Sports
Not mandatory. If interested, you can register
with Bureau des Sports (30€ per year) and join
the facebook group for the sports of your
choice. (few creneaux for sports, so register 2
or 3 days before). Ex: Basketball, cheerleading,
etc.

Pre-class preparations
It’s recommended to prepare TD before class
because professors teach quite fast (speedos
rapidos). Preparation of TP is a must to
understand the lab manipulation. There is a
Q&A session before starting the manipulation,
and certain reports need to be handed in the
same day

Internship: At the end of the first year, you will
have to undergo an internship ‘stage ouvrier’
for a month, either in France or other
countries (even in Malaysia). This is mandatory
for everyone

The first year in ENSIC is very hard but after
you pass your first year, your second and third
year will be very smooth 😉. Stay motivated!

Academic registration :
Online registration is open from August till the
end of September. Students must pay for
CVEC and claim from campus france. P/S: You
must not have more than 4 modules to re-sit.
Results from previous semester will be
transmitted directly by ENSIC to Campus
France, and they will make the registration
payment and issue the attestation de
paiement to ENSIC

In Semester 7, students are still on tronc
commun with 22 subjects (in 9 modules),
including one option to choose! Students will
have to choose their specialisation in the
Semester 8, but at the same time there is
tronc commun for everyone (so everyone has
to do tronc commun + 1 specialisation). For
this semester, the tronc commun has 9
subjects (in 7 modules), including the
industrial project assisted by big companies
(which is very beneficial for your own
experience and CV). You also have to choose
one option

Specialisation :
Procédés pour l’energie et l’environnement
| Produits innovants | Bio-technologies
For more details, dig the info here!
ENSIC - Syllabus du diplôme « Ingénieur des
industries chimiques

During the first semester of the third-year, you
can stay in ENSIC or go for an exchange
program. Staying in ENSIC: Formation
classique: stay in school and go to cours et TD
or alternance program: certain period in
school, certain period in company (find a 1 yr
internship in a company in France to facilitate
your displacement)

Mobilité Internationale: Application during
the 2nd year to Bureau de Mobilité
International. It can be 1 semester or 1 year.
(Get permission from your sponsor first).
Selection is based on students’ grades. Several
exchange destinations offer PRD programs!
(more on page 39)

For students who do classic program and
exchange programs, they have to return back
to ENSIC to do a final year project called
“Projet Recherche et Développement” (PRD)
that lasts for 2  months and has to be done
within laboratories in relation with ENSIC,
starting from January. An assigned professor
will distribute a list of topics for the PRD with
different professors. Students must approach
them to secure their place, since the topics
are limited

Internship: 6 months during the final
semester in any place so long as the topic is
validated by the professor
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Journey as France Program (FP) Students in France

Programme de préparation

La Prépa des INP (Toulouse)

DUT

The general path in IUT is the same as the ones mentioned from page 18-21

Licence 3

Unité de formation et de recherche Physique, Ingénierie, Terre, Environnement, Mécanique (UFR PhiTEM)

Grande Ecole

Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Electrotechnique, d’Electronique d’Informatique d’Hydraulique et des Télécommunications  (ENSEEIHT)

Université de Technologie Compiègne (UTC)

École Européenne de Chimie, Polymères et Matériaux (ECPM) de Strasbourg
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La Prépa des INP

Expectations First year Second year

From first year preparation to Prépa
Requirement
Moyenne of 16 and above and approval by
SFERE

Transportation to Toulouse
➔ SNCF train
➔ Luggage can be transported using

SNCF’s service/UPS/etc

Accommodation
➔ Colombier
➔ Campus de Bissy
➔ Griffon
➔ Kley
➔ Horizon 172

Arrival in Toulouse:
Transportation card
Apply for transportation card at student’s
price at Tisseo’s website

Academic registration
Normally, SFERE handles all the necessary
procedures for registration. Be sure to check
your personal email to provide them with all
necessary documents like filling in important
information (CVEC and your updated phone
number/address)

Courses
All subjects are mandatory during the first
year: Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Mathematics, Geosciences, Economics,
languages and sports. Selection of themes for
the 3rd and 4th semester takes place during
the second semester. It’s advisable to choose
the theme that fits your interest since first
year’s subjects are challenging!

Pre-class preparations
Materials for revision will be sent to you during
the summer holidays. Usually, it is optional

Students’ integration: Orientation is optional
for all students but it's highly recommended
to integrate with other students. There’ll be a
BBQ night, hiking and Week-end Intégration

University associations and clubs:
Participation isn’t mandatory! There are many
student associations among INP Toulouse
écoles

Second-year entry
➔ Opens in July or August, students will

be notified through the university’s
email

➔ Renewal of CVEC (92 €)

Stage/ Internship (Final 6 weeks of the 4th
Semester)
➔ Duration: 6 weeks
➔ Preparation commences around Nov
➔ Internship report to be presented after

6 weeks of internship
➔ Important for validation of final year

academic credits
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ECPM

First year Second year Final year

Academic requirements
Tronc Commun: 40 subjects for 3 semesters
(S5-7). Classes are autonomous and do refer to
the seniors for the list of subjects

TDs and TPs
We alternate TPs and cours every week, 4 TPs
in a week (8-17h). Tronc commun includes 6
TPs de Base (Chimie Analytique, Chimie
Organique, Coordination, Chimie du Solide,
Polymères, Génie Chimique), 4 TPs Avancés
(Chimie Analytique, Chimie Organique,
Polymères, Matériaux). TDs are guided by the
profs and some need to be prepared
beforehand! The AI’s specialisation (IA) starts
at the end of the 1st year

Sports : Not compulsory, organised by BDS or
l’Université de Strasbourg (SUAPS UNISTRA)

University associations and clubs:
Not mandatory but recommended! 16 clubs
are offered in the 2nd year like BDE/Club
Photo/PM Rando/FHC etc). More on
instagram! Soirées are done frequently, mostly
on campus and we have le foyer, a heaven for
students to go hang out during recess

Stage d’ouvrier Mandatory for first year’s
students (5 weeks min) in all sectors

Academic registration
Registration opens in July-August, so students
will be notified through the university’s email.
There’ll be a renewal of CVEC (92 €) and
instructions will be given through email

Subjects
Tronc commun in S7 while the specialisation
in 4 other majors starts in December and S8:
Sciences Analytiques | Chimie Moléculaire |
Matériaux de Fonction et Nanomatériaux |
Ingénierie de Polymères. There is a possibility
of année d’échange and double diplôme in
the third year in: Spain (Spanish B1-B2) |
Germany (German B1-B2) | Singapore, India,
Netherlands, Brazil, Japan (English B1-B2) |
Italy (Italian B1-B2)
➔ Application by the end of November

for non-EU countries and February for
EU countries

Internship
Mandatory internships in the private sector for
20 weeks starting from April. One internship
needs to be done outside France (rule not
applicable to foreigners). There’ll be a report
and soutenance with the tutor and company.
*START YOUR INTERNSHIP RESEARCH VERY
EARLY

Third-year entry
Same procedure as the previous year’s

Exchange program:
Starts in September (most of the countries) or
October (Germany)

Subjects
Continuation in specialisations

Internship
➔ Compulsory  internship in the private

sector for 22 weeks starting from
February

➔ Report and soutenance with the tutor
and company

➔ START YOUR INTERNSHIP RESEARCH
VERY EARLY
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ENSEEIHT (Informatique)

From IUT to Grande école First year Second year

Ecole applications
IUT : Admission sur titre (<=18 students for
students from DUT, L2, L3) | Moyenne > 14,5 (to
be safe) | CV & Lettre de Motivation  | No
Interview | Results in June

Moving cities
Choose student residence (Promologis or
Crous) or private | Ask la poste to redirect
letters to your new address | CAF : Change
address first and then make a new demand |
Titre de séjour : Online application & rdv et
préfecture | Moving Transport : UPS, van rental
(depends on distance)

Transportation card
Transportation is 10.20€/mois or around
120€/year for metro, bus and tram. Bike rental
is possible too

Extracurricular activities
Students can join any clubs (apply with BDE)
like
Art, photography, filmography, broadcast
team, dance, board game, F1, etc. There are
lots of sports for loisirs le jeudi, or at night for
AS (join competition between Toulouse
universities!)
Interested in business? Join the petit
enterprise and get some job as freelancer

Academic requirements
There are 6 subjects for each semester (2 of
them are normally maths). Some classes are
autonomous but most of them are on
campus. Also, expect a lot of discrete maths
and optimisation (derivation for AI and stuffs)

Sports & Languages
Sports are mandatory, students have to
participate in a cross country for 1st sem’s
evaluation. Extra sports are organised under
Association Sportive (AS) like badminton,
tennis, soccer, ski, volleybal, etc. Students have
to choose an extra language to learn until they
graduate! There are extra classes for soft skills
(CLM), but it’s not important and there’s an
English class of course

Tronc commun
Tronc commun consists of classes and TPs
except for Thursday afternoons & Friday
(sports, languages day). 1st sem: learn the
basics of programmation and lots of maths
(proba, stat, intégration, traitement signal).
2nd sem: many projects and a bit of maths.
There’s many choices of specialisation based
on interests

Stage d’ouvrier 2 months during summer -
can be a volunteer program/ summer
job/classes

Academic requirements
Registration like first year, payment at Crous
and INP around 700€. There are different
specialisation/ classes; some with other
parcours:
➔ Telecom: Learn how data transfer (e.g.

satellite to mobile)
➔ Big Data: Statistic, learn how to

classify a lot of data
➔ Multimedia: Video game, AR/VR,

animation,photo editing software
➔ Reseaux : Learn data transfer in

protocolaire system
➔ Architecture system & reseau : Learn

how computer system work from
bases to connection with each other

➔ System logiciel: Learn programming
to create software and software
modelisation

➔ ModIA : change to apprenti, learn at
Insa Toulouse & N7

Expectations:
A lot of projects & TP to work by yourself! In
the month of June, the 2 month stage
technique is compulsory. Expect not going
back to Malaysia this year and the next year,
unless the stage is in Malaysia
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ENSEEIHT (génie électrique)

From IUT to grande ecole First year Second year

Expectations
➔ First month for le mois d’intégration is

where you meet new friend
➔ Apply for the parrainage to get extra

tips from seniors and maybe their
past-year papers and reports

➔ Our FOY is always active with a lot of
fun, different activities and we have a
lot of clubs you can join

➔ You have to really manage your time
and schedule is tight, you got sports
and languages classes every week

Course Overview
Number of subjects/subjects covered
➔ 6 subjects every sem
➔ Some autonomy classes, most of it

présentiel
➔ Tough subjects to focus on : Physics

and Maths. Other subjects are mostly
already covered by IUT’s syllabus

Sports & Languages
Same requirement as above

Academic requirements
Tronc commun is packed with classes and TPs
except for Thursday afternoons & Monday
(sports, languages day)
➔ Semestre 5 : Intégration et

probabilités, Éléments de base de
l'algorithmique, de la programmation
et architecture des ordinateurs,
Conception de systèmes logiques,
Bases des circuits, Physique pour
l'EEEA

➔ Semestre 6 : Analyse numérique et
statistiques, Signal et
automatique,Circuits électriques et
systèmes , Composants et
architectures, Selon finalité de 2A
(Objets connectés, Avion plus
électrique, Introduction aux
télécommunications)

Internship
Stage ouvrier for 2 months during summer
Can be volunteer program, summer job, or
even summer class

Registration is like the first year while
payment at Crous and INP is around 700€

Course Overview
Different specialisation, different classes, but
some with other parcours:
➔ Parcours Énergie (Architecture et

Developpement de Systemes
Informatiques, Synthèse et
Conception des CVS,Machine
Électriques, Réseaux Électriques,
Automatique des Systèmes Linéaires)

➔ Parcours Electronique (Analogique
RF, Analogique BF, Numérique,
Propagation Électromagnétique,
Traitement de l’Information)

➔ Parcours Physique Numérique
(Synthèse et Conception des CVS,
Machines Électriques, Propagation
Électromagnétique, Traitement de
l'Information)

*Expect many projects & TP to work by
yourself

Internship
In the month of June, a 2 month technical
internship is compulsory, which can be done
in France, Malaysia or overseas
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UTC

Pre-Academic journey Life at UTC Academic requirements

Ecole applications
Lettre de Motivation | CV | Online Interview |
Moyenne > 15 for 3rd sem (approved by
SFERE) | Results by mid June

Moving cities
➔ CAF (change address and make new

demand)
➔ Titre de séjour (2 months both

expiration) Étrangers en France
➔ Moving Transport  (van rental / UPS)

Arrival in Compiègne
Transportation card
➔ Transportation is free
➔ Possibility to rent a bicycle for a year
➔ Pre-Integration (highly recommended

to meet new friends
➔ 2 Weeks of integration (one week

without class). This is where students
have to pick a team colour during
registration. Make sure to buy the
tickets early!

➔ Parrainage system during intégration
➔ Join ESN Esperanto, the international

student organisation to meet other
international students! Long- lasting
friendships guaranteed and nice
parties too!

Once accepted, UTC will send an email with a
pdf concerning the steps necessary to register
for UVs (subjects) including an online english
test. Each first year student must choose 5
UVs one of which is under the category TSH. A
list of 30 UVs is assigned under TSH. An
English UV will be automatically assigned
based on the English test. Make sure to ask
senior advice when choosing UVs as some UVs
might be more difficult during certain
semesters

Extracurricular activities
➔ UTC offers more than 120 associations
➔ To participate in certain sport

associations, students must get
approval from a doctor (certificat
médical). Then, head to “halles des
sports” to get a sticker on your student
card which allows you to do sports
without extra registrations

➔ Participation is not mandatory but
highly encouraged for your CV

➔ Have to be part of 1 organising
committee in order to graduate

➔ Sports, Theatre, Dance, Music, STEM,
Sustainability etc.

➔ Annual events such as the
privatisation of Parc Astérix
(UTCEENE), Gala, Music festival
(Imaginarium), Comédie Musical,
Dance Spectacle (Cabaret) etc.

Course registration - varies with courses
● Students pick the subjects but do refer

to seniors for further
explanation!Some subjects have a
higher passing rate depending on
which semester you take

● 6 subjects/UVs per semester (2
Connaissances Scientifiques, 2
Techniques et Méthodes, 2
Technologie Sciences Humaines). The
idea is to find a balance between
theoretical UVs and project based UVS.

● UTC has requirements based on
subject categories. It is important to
understand how the system works in
order to structure your degree to your
favour

● 19/24 hours a week (be disciplined!)

Second year
Start your specialisation/filière during 5th
semester! There’s a possibility to go on a
student exchange

● 1st internship : 4th semester (Sept -
Feb)

● 6 months | Stage Assistant Ingénieur

Third year
● Possibility to go for exchange program
● Focus on specialisation profile
● 2nd internship : 6th semester (Feb-

July)
● 6 months | Projet Fin d’Etude
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UFR PhiTEM

Academic preparations Course Overview

Applications
➔ Lettre de Motivation
➔ Cv
➔ Application closed by June
➔ Results by July

Moving cities
➔ CAF (change address and make new demand)
➔ Titre de séjour (2 months both expiration)

https://administration-etrangers-en-france.interieur.gouv.fr/part
iculiers/#/)

➔ Moving Transport  (van rental / UPS)

Transportation card : Monthly pass in Grenoble (15€)

Expectations
➔ Classes are less packed compared to IUT
➔ Final exam for one week at the end of semestre (usually around

December for S5 and March for S6)
➔ Number of TP is less than what we used to have in IUT as it is

much more theory-oriented onward

Number of subjects/subjects covered
➔ Tronc Commun: 8 subjects
➔ List of subjects : calcul de structure, construction bois,

construction métallique, hydraulique, mécanique de sol...

Sports : You can register for sport for weekly session in SUAPS
Grenoble

Mandatory internship
➔ Obligatory internship to validate your Licence 3.
➔ Minimum duration : 8 weeks
➔ Type of evaluation : Report of internship and Internship

Defence Presentation ( soutenance )

Possible path after L3
● You can continue your study for M1 and M2 at Grenoble. For

admission, they prioritise students in Grenoble and usually take
top 50 from each batch that year.

● If you have excellent result, you can enter grand école but
probably need to add another one year to your study as you
need to repeat Bac+3
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Additional life hacks by MASAF Handbook Contributors

Life as a lillois for ESPOL and IESEG students by Iqmal and Hanna

Transportation
Transportation cards (access to Tram, Bus, Metro) can be purchased at
any Ilevia station by filling in the required transportation form
(accessible online) The price of the subscription is about 30 € per
month with unlimited use but with CAF, you can get it at a price of
3,20 € per month!

Weather
Lille is quite cold and cloudy, so it is advisable to always bring an
umbrella and check the weather every day before going out. You can
buy winter jackets here during Braderie (biggest flea market in Lille) in
September for cheap but good quality materials

ESPOL students
There will be an orientation day where you will be given all important
information for the 1st semester including course registration, contacts,
ID card, and how to use the University's student portal

IESEG students : Advice for the first year students
IESEG’s school residence, Concordia, can be found on the school
website. Honestly, the price is a little bit expensive compared to normal
houses, but it is near to school and suitable for one person

*It is recommended to do the first year internship in France to enjoy
the summer vacation since only a month is required to do it! The
schedule for the first year is much more packed compared to the
second and third year so students need to be ready mentally and
physically for all the classes

Life as a student in GEM, Grenoble by Achilles
Having sound report-writing skills, academic-writing skills and public
speaking skills will help you go a long way in your academic journey in
GEM! During the several weeks or months prior to your arrival in
France, take the time to hone your skills in these areas. Trust me, you’ll
thank me for it because continuous assessments demand these skills
fully!
Additionally, developing a business acumen from the start would also
be advantageous. You can do this by immersing yourself in news
which are business and corporate-related. My recommendations
would be CNBC, Harvard Business Review and the Financial Times. If
this is too heavy for you, you can start by just reading the business
sections of basic news apps like the BBC and CNN - still as powerful !

School schedule
The schedule in GEM is relatively chill. You will,for the most part, have
only one class (3 hours) in a day. However, this does not mean that you
can take it for granted because you will have to do your individual and
group assignments during the vast amount of free time you have.
Hence, you’ll have a plethora of opportunities to engage in various
extracurricular activities to upskill yourself and boost your professional
development! Additionally, you also have more time to socialise with
your friends and classmates! Therefore, given these circumstances,
time management is indeed key to acing your student-life in GEM !
What a no brainer, right?

Grenoble in general
I am going to be blatantly real here by saying that Grenoble is not the
best city when it comes to having conventional “divertissements” that
most of us have in mind. Simply put, Grenoble is a “ville ideale” for
students
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Accommodation tips for TBS students in Toulouse by Atiqah

Websites: Studapart & Leboncoin.
Other affordable student residents that most Malaysian students live
in: Promologist & Campus des Sciences. Application/email is available
via their website. Bear in mind, our campus will be at Fontsegrive
Entiore, not the one at Compans Caffareli! #rookiemistake

Once you have found the accommodation, don’t forget to apply for
CAF!  CAF is the aid that you can receive from the government for your
accommodation. You can estimate your CAF amount here:
Mes services en ligne - Faire une simulation - Le logement

Life as a student of ENSEEIHT in Toulouse by Suhairi

First month for le mois d’intégration where you’ll meet new friends! Do
subscribe for the parrainage to get extra tips from seniors and maybe
their code (no copying of course!). Moreover, you’re encouraged to
subscribe for the bde (Bureau des etudiants) stuff so that you can get
past exams answers and exos

Our FOY is always active with a lot of activities and we have a lot of
clubs you can join.

*You have to really manage your time since your schedule is tight with
additional sports and languages classes every week

Life hacks as an ECPM student in Strasbourg by Fitree

First month is called le mois d’intégration mais l’intégration n’est
jamais finie. That’s our motto here in ECPM. We have a loooooooooot
of secret traditions for ECPMiens only. You have to really manage your
time with the hectic schedule, sports and time to yourself to not get
overwhelmed.

Ecole applications
IUT : Admission sur titre (<20 students)
➔ Moyenne > 14,5 (to be safe) Lettre de Motivation | CV | Interview

Prépa CPI : Classement-based selection
➔ Moyenne > 13 (to be safe) | ECPM is famous among CPI

Students
Announcement of results | IUT : Mid June | Prépa : End of July

Life as an INSA student by Imran
Ecole applications: Upload all the necessary documents like
baccalaureat allowing you to apply to higher education in France on
the INSA Admission website. You can create a list of all the INSA
schools that intrigues you by ranking them in order of your
preferences. Choose wisely!
➔ Only “concours par dossier” if you are from IUT
➔ Direct acceptance/ acceptance through interview
➔ Results of admission are normally out in the final 2 weeks of

June.
It is possible to be placed in the waiting list after your interview. So be
patient and don’t give up. The list goes up pretty quickly.

Accommodations: Students have a choice either to live in the INSA
Promologis Campus or any residence of their choice. Being an INSA
student, you have a higher chance of getting a studio at Promologis,
which is suggested as it is close to the Ecole and reasonably priced.
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Life as a Sciences Po student by Sakinah

Transition period from your Foster family’s house to Sciences Po, Le
Havre
One of the most crucial periods because (1) your scholarship provider
will not be arranging your transition from Vichy to Le Havre and (2) you
will be receiving your essential documents during this period.

Administrative Affairs
Upon admittance, Sciences Po provides you with your student number
and email. They will send the instructions in an email. You will receive
your student card during the Welcome Week. Your student number
allows you to access various digital resources like getting a Notion
account!

Academic  Registration
Registration is done on this website: Page d'accueil It is different from
course registration. Until you submit the registration, you are not
considered a student (If you have problems with getting some
documents, email Sciences Po at accueil.administratif@sciencespo.fr).

Housing
Housing works a little bit differently in Sciences Po. I would say that it is
an informal tradition. First year students often live in CROUS
residences or Docks City. It is only during the second year that
students move into a collocation, usually taking over apartments from
previous 2As.

CROUS apartments in Le Havre: Rooms are pre-booked for first-year
Sciences Po students. All you need to do is to choose which one and
email your choices to Sciences Po’s admin

My personal advice or to be honest, from everyone in Sciences Po is
to choose in this order: St Nicolas > everything else > EXCEPT for A
Docks. A Docks is to be avoided at all cost. It is the furthest from the
campus and from the city life. The amenities are also unpredictable;
bad wifi connection and sometimes the hot water does not work.
Unless you are a hermit, you can consider living here but just don’t.
(You didn’t hear this from me 😊) For other residences, they are not
bad, just not as convenient as St Nicolas.

Point of contact in Le Havre
Your Malaysian seniors | BDE (Facebook: BEE DEE YI)

Things to do when you arrive in Le Havre:
Try to arrive on a day and time when the CROUS office is open so you
could (1) submit your housing documents and get your apartment
keys and (2) not end up homeless in Le Havre.

Submit your documents and get your apartment keys:
Go to 41, Rue Casimir Delavigne 76600 Le Havre. Prior to that, email or
call them to ask for an appointment. Documents to submit can be
referred to on the official website. In the case when you could not
move into your apartment the same day when you arrived. You need
to:
➔ Contact BDE and ask if anyone could temporarily house you.
➔ Or rent an airbnb or any hotels.

Others:
➔ Change your bank address and sim card address to your new

address in Le Havre.
➔ Start applying for CAF
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Life hacks as a SKEMA student in Antibes by Ameer

Transportation
We would usually use the line A bus and there is a free pass for the line
called “Pass Navette”. You can get this offer as long as you have a
subscription bus card by charging the “Pass Navette” on the ticket
machine. Take bus A in the direction of GR VALBONNE
SOPHIA-ANTIPOLIS from Pole d’Echange Antibes and stops at SKEMA
(school/ residence)

Expectations: Antibes is a small and calm city near the sea. There are
not a lot of shopping stores like in bigger cities such as Nice and
Cannes. The weather here would still feel like summer upon arrival in
early September, so you can just throw on a T-shirt.

Extra-curricular activities (not mandatory, but feel free to join!)
➔ Sports: SKEMA will send a sports registration link through

email if you are interested in joining. You can choose 3 sports
out of all options. Side note: some sports require your own
transportation to go to the practice spot or courts.

➔ Club Associations: You can directly go to the Student Centre
building and go to the Club rooms to register.

Mandatory internship
A minimum of a 6 month internship is mandatory for all students in
SKEMA to graduate. It can be done whenever throughout the 4
academic years.  There is no specific job position/sector/location to take
for the internship. You can be an intern at any position in any company
you desire wherever it is.It is advised to do internships in the earlier
academic years in order to graduate on time. This condition is applied
to each academic year!

Life as an ENSIC student in Nancy by Siti Zulaikha

Applying for ENSIC
Necessary documents for application include your ranking in IUT (ask
IUT to issue this document) and also recommendation letter from IUT
with ‘avis favorable’ on the website of universite de lorraine.

● Only “concours par dossier or  interview if you are from IUT
● Acceptance through interview
● Results of admission are normally a few days after the

interview.

Arrival in Nancy: Students normally stay in centre-ville or in Vieille-ville
(closer to school). Public transportation cards can be registered at
Nancy Gare, 8€ per card (monthly subscription). Bus tickets are
available on board. It costs 1,50€ per ticket and is available on MyBus
apps. Since everywhere is walkable in Nancy, and public transportation
is free during the weekend, we normally use MyBus to buy the 10
displacement ticket. ENSIC will organise an orientation week during
weekdays and weekends. School association will bring new first year
students around the city before the orientation week begins. Semaine
d’integration will be held the weekend after orientation week, which
you have to pay to go on a trip with all the students from the first year
to the third year (not compulsory).

PRD Programs
If you wish to do your PRD, you don't have to do it in ENSIC. The
exchange destinations include USA, UK, Canada, Australia,
Scandinavian countries, Spain, Portugal, etc. You can apply for a
scholarship (Erasmus, Region Grand Est, etc) to top-up your JPA/MARA
allowances. Tuition fee will be fully-covered by ENSIC but others such
as flight tickets, accommodations and insurance fee need to be from
your own pocket.
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Miscellaneous & Contacts

Contact Information

1. PPL JPA, Paris | En. Nazim Annas

● Phone number: +33 7 55 94 27 72

● Email: ppljpaparis@gmail.com

2. Campus France | Official website: https://www.campusfrance.org/fr

● M Luis Cantante Fernandes

○ Phone number : +33 1 40 40 57 98

○ Email: luis.fernandes@campusfrance.org

● Mme Muriel MORISSET-FUSARU

○ Email: muriel.morissey@campusfrance.com

● M Laurence ACHIMSKY

○ Email: laurence.achimsky@campusfrance.org
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3. SFERE | Official website: https://www.sfere.fr/

● Armel Bruno

○ Email: armel.bruno@univ-tours.fr

● Sylvie Lerond

○ Email: lerond@sfere.fr
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Credits

Political Science & Business Management contributors in the undergraduate section

Muhammad Iqmal Afifuddin

Bin Azmi

Bachelor’s degree in

International Relations |

European School of Political and

Social Sciences (ESPOL, Lille)

Bilkent University, Ankara (5th

semester exchange program)

Nur Sakinah Binti Alzian

Bachelor’s degree in Arts |

Sciences Po Paris Campus du

Havre

Korea University, Seoul (5th

semester exchange program)

Nur Hanna Athirah Binti
Jamlidin

Bachelor’s degree in

International Business | Institut

d'économie scientifique et de

gestion (IESEG) School of

Management, Lille

Specialisation in Finance and

Accounting Achilles Bernard A Logijin

B.A in International Business

specialised in Global

Management | Grenoble Ecole

de Management

El Centro Universitario de

Turismo, Hotelería y Gastronomía

adscrito a la Universidad de

Barcelona CETT-UB (5th

semester exchange program)
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Muhammad Ameer Syuaib Bin
Hasan

Bachelor’s degree in Business

Administration (BBA) in Global

Management | School of

Knowledge Economy and

Management (SKEMA) Business

School, Campus Sophia Antipolis

Major: Sustainable Development

and Social Responsibility

Noor Atiqa Binti Dzulfakar

Bachelor’s degree in Business

Management specialised in

Aviation Management | Toulouse

Business School

Universitas Gadjah Mada (2nd

year exchange program)

PSBM contributors in the postgraduate section

Anniessara Sukcha

MSc in Social Anthropology |

University of Oxford

Graduated with a bachelor

degree of arts from Sciences Po

Paris Campus du Havre (2018 -

2021)

Fatihah Syafiqah Binti
Mohammad Nazri

MSc in Fashion Management |

IESEG, Paris

Graduated with a bachelor

degree from Grenoble Ecole de

Management
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PF Contributors for IUT section

Nizreen Ana Binti Zulkiflee

Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering |
Université de Technologie (UT) de Troyes

Muhammad Luqman Hakim Bin
Shaharuddin

Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering |
École nationale d’ingénieurs de Metz (ENIM)

Syafiyya Sabrina Binti Jasmi

Master’s degree in Chemical Engineering|
Toulouse INP – École nationale supérieure

des ingénieurs en arts chimiques et
technologiques (ENSIACET)

PF Contributor for Prépa section

Thor Yung Pheng

Institut national polytechnique (INP) de

Toulouse
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PF Contributors for grande école section

Aiin Shafinaz Binti Zulkiflee

Master’s degree in Electronics Engineering |

École Polytech Nice Sophia

Imran Irshad Hakim Bin Mohd Rafi

Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering |

Institut national des sciences appliquées

(INSA) de Toulouse

Siti Zulaikha Binti Zabri

Master’s degree in Chemical Engineering |

École nationale supérieure des industries

chimiques (ENSIC), Nancy

FP Contributors for grande école section

Ahmad Fitree Bin Abdul Ghani

Master’s degree in Chemical

Engineering

École Européenne de Chimie,

Polymères et Matériaux (ECPM)

de Strasbourg

Farah Binti Zulkifli

Master’s degree in Electrical

Engineering

École Nationale Supérieure

d'Électrotechnique,

d'Électronique, d'Informatique,

d'Hydraulique et des

Télécommunications (ENSEEIHT)
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Muhammad Idham Bin Mansor

Master’s degree in Chemical and

Process Engineering

Université de Technologie de

Compiègne

Dhivenya Rajarathinam

Master’s degree in Mechanical

Engineering

Université de Technologie de

Compiègne

● Mohamad Suhairi bin Md Subhi

Master’s degree in Chemical Engineering | École Nationale Supérieure d'Électrotechnique, d'Électronique, d'Informatique,

d'Hydraulique et des Télécommunications (ENSEEIHT)

FP Contributor for Licence 3 section

● Muhammad Nur Aiman Bin Md Asmuri

Bachelor’s degree in Civil engineering | UFR Phitem
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Special Appreciation

Syaneeza Binti Shaharizal

Handbook Director and Editor

Bachelor’s degree in International

Relations | European School of

Political and Social Sciences

(ESPOL, Lille)

Shonn Ko Zun Zhe

Handbook Graphic Designer

Master’s degree in Chemical

Engineering | École Européenne

de Chimie, Polymères et

Matériaux (ECPM) de Strasbourg

Nabila Natasha Helmy Binti Karl
Helmy

Handbook Advisor

Master’s degree in Chemical

Engineering | Toulouse INP –

École Nationale Supérieure des

Ingénieurs en Arts Chimiques et

Technologiques (ENSIACET)

Mohamed Abbas Ali Bin
Mohamed Nasir

Financial Advisor

Bachelor’s degree in International

Business | Grenoble Ecole de

Management

University of Exeter (5th Semester

Exchange Program)
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Merc� Beaucoup
Special shoutout to all MASAF High Committee Members 21/22 and Handbook Contributors!
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